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“It’s always been my dream to own a total wellness center to
bridge the gap between healthcare providers.”
Bobby J. Grossi, DDS

Now Creating Beautiful Smiles AND Skin!

5321 Gateway Center Boulevard, Flint
www.GrossiDentalandWellness.com
I’ve been married to my best friend and inspiration for 18 years. My wife has this
amazing and dynamic personality that people are drawn to, made greater by her
generous heart. I watch her work tirelessly every day to take care of our home, our
children, her extended family, and me. She always puts herself last, which in my
experience is what most women do.
Let Grossi Dental and Wellness take care of you! I, and my staff, will be totally focused
on your care and comfort while we work together to help you achieve better health.
Your total wellness is always foremost in our thoughts! Whether you visit us for your
smile or your skin, it will be all about YOU!
We can’t wait to meet you!
Bobby J. Grossi, DDS
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Dear Friends,
Live your life not your age…

For many of us, the midlife phase brings a new set of pressures
and challenges. Self-imposed as they may be, it is still pressure and
creates anxiety at times. It’s the time of life that we become aware of
our mortality.
Many of the things that we have envisioned for our lives may not
have come to fruition. Life doesn’t always turn out the way we have
planned, so we may find ourselves asking, “If not now, when?”

Anxiety can come from having too many obligations and not being
able to do the fun things we want to do, and from not having balance
in our lives. Our souls want to play and let go of the “shoulda, coulda,
woulda”. So how do we add some fun and self-love into the daily
routine? And when everything goes south, how do we give ourselves
grace? This issue is packed with ideas around these topics. Suzanne
Young writes about it in “The Art of Dreaming”, and Mimi Matthews
in “The Grace Experiment”. Be sure to read them and find out for
yourself.

We would like to thank our sponsors, speakers, authors, vendors, and
attendees of our 2018 Empowerment Summit and Expo. See the ad
inside for information. And come join us!
Love,
Deb

Women2Women Michigan was created to connect
women with women for good to encourage, support,
have fun, do business and provide links for women’s
resources.
DO YOU KNOW A MICHIGAN WOMAN WE SHOULD
FEATURE?

Submit your stories online at w2wmichigan.com.
Article guidelines are under the magazine tab.
WHY ADVERTISE WITH US?

Women make the majority of purchasing
decisions. They buy goods and services for their
homes, gardens, businesses, entertainment, health
and nutrition, the list is endless. They want to be
informed and connected in their communities.
Event-driven marketing makes education fun
and rewarding. You can reach these women in a
heartwarming environment at Women2Women
Michigan events and through our magazine.
READERSHIP & DISTRIBUTION

Women2Women Michigan magazine is distributed
to subscribers via US mail. It is also available at every
Women2Women Michigan event, chamber events,
and women’s organizations. It is professionally
delivered by to over 400 locations with 25 outside
vendor racks throughout the area including
restaurants, hospitals, retail locations and medical
offices in southeastern Michigan. Interested in
hosting a distribution location? Call 810.694.2326 or
email at info@w2wmichigan.com
Would you like to subscribe?
Subscribe online or email us at
info@W2Wmichigan.com.
Women2Women Michigan magazine is published
bimonthly. All rights reserved. No part of this
publication may be reproduced whole or in part
without the express written consent of the publisher.
Interested in a franchise? Contact our office at
810.694.2326
12745 S. Saginaw Street • Ste.806-344 • Grand Blanc,
MI 48439
info@w2wmichigan.com • w2wmichigan.com.

The advertisements and articles included in this publication
are independently developed by our customers and writers to
inform others about their business, expertise and related activities.
Women2Women Michigan is not aware of, and makes no
representation as to, the truth or accuracy of such information and,
therefore, makes no warranties of any kind, express or implied, with
respect to the same. Accordingly, the respective advertisers and writers
are solely responsible for the accuracy and contents of their own
advertisements and for all claims, losses, costs, expenses or damages
whatsoever, directly or indirectly, that may emanate there from.
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Women’s Summit
And EXPO

Debra K. Collins
Publisher

OCTOBER 5 & 6, 2018

Women’s Summit Friday 9:30 am - 2 pm
Vendor Show/Expo Saturday 9 am - 5 pm
Holiday Inn Gateway Center • 5353 Gateway Center, Flint, MI 48507
FRIDAY’S SUMMIT FEATURES A FASHION SHOW,
A LUNCHEON & THESE GUEST SPEAKERS:

There’s Something Behind The But

Burnie Nelson, Author, Motivational Speaker,
creator of a Women’s Journal and Leadership
Periodical, and founder of the women’s
organization “Where Words and Heart Meet and
the women’s network “I’m Not Built to Break!”

13 Ways Self-Love Prepares
You For Your Life’s Purpose

Katina Love, author, Self-Love and Life Purpose
Coach, Creator of “Awakening With Katina
Love” talk show/podcast

Be Happier In Just Two
Minutes A Day

Tina Nies, best-selling author, speaker, and
trainer, also known as the “Empress of Love”

Our Girls Need Us: How
Sparkle Pink Clubs For Girls
Are Changing Lives

PLEASE
PURCHASE
TICKETS BY
OCTOBER 3

$35

for the summit
which includes
lunch and 1
EXPO ticket

$5

Master Mindset
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At the Fountain of Youth in Hartland, MI, you
will find friendly, experienced, licensed and
certified professionals. Our comfortable
and relaxing atmosphere showcases our
passionate pursuit for professionalism where
you will find high standards of attention to
detail and customer service.

Injectables

• Botox

• Dermal Fillers

• Slim shot

• Thread lifts

• Kybella

• B12 shot

All injections are done by registered nurses.

• Coolsculpting

• Vanquish

• Chemical peels

• Microdermabrasion

• Exilis

• Rejuvapen

• Skin classic

• Laser Hair Removal

Skin Care

• Glytone

• Skinbetter

• Skin Medica

• Tattoo removal
• IPL

• Laser Skin Tightening

20%
OFF
for new customers
See Us at the
Empowerment Summit and
Women Expo in Flint

• Avene

• Neocutis

(all of your skin care products are medical grade)

10112 Highland Road, Hartland, MI 48353

(810) 632-6123

www.fountainofyouth-mi.com

Jeanene Cooper
Cover Story �
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Don’t ever let your shortcomings
define you. Everyone has their
vulnerabilities - EVERYONE.

J

eanene Cooper’s first novel, "If I Should Never
Wake", takes us on a young woman’s journey to
start life over on a remote island after the death
of her family and divorce from her cheating
husband. With a plan to finish her college degree Carly Malloy and her headstrong friend Annahede
Khali - agree to meet at the Straits ferry dock before
Memorial Day to begin a search together for jobs
and housing on the island.

Author of If I Should Never Wake
& Remnants of the Fire
The novel is set on Windemere, a fictional island in the
Straits of Mackinac. Windemere has presented a promise
each summer for Caribbean natives - referred to as the
‘Saints’ because most originated from the islands of St. Croix,
St. Thomas, St. Lucia, St. Maarten and St. Vincent - to earn a
better wage then what they would be paid in their homeland.
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After landing waitressing jobs, Carly and Annahede begin
to make what they think are the right connections with the
right families. The desperation is palpable. The ‘Saints’ begin
to disappear from the island without a trace. Carly is alone
and never really knows who she can trust. The novel takes the
reader on many fast-paced twists and turns with Carly facing
tragic circumstances and deadly consequences. Nothing is
more satisfying as a reader, than an unexpected ending which Cooper delivers.
If I Should Never Wake mirrors Cooper’s own life as a
compassionate advocate for the disenfranchised, who
cares deeply about others and whose writing expresses the
complexities of the human condition. Her passion for history
and science is also reflected in the tangled story lines of this
epic novel.
Cooper won the 2009 Bronze Independent Publishers
Book award for her novel which recognizes excellence in
independent publishing.
Born and raised in the idyllic, small town of Marshall,
Michigan, Cooper graduated from the University of Michigan
with a Bachelor of Arts in Education and Communications.
Cooper and her husband live in Cheboygan at the northern
tip of the Michigan mitt. Her two sons who grew up in

Cheboygan, are now adults and have flown the nest. Her
eldest is a software developer in Austin, Texas, and the other
is an aircraft technician in Grand Junction, Colorado. She has
worked in the Cheboygan School District as a teacher and
office staff with tours of duty across the country with her
National Park Ranger husband living out of their RV. She said,
“But I’m always happiest when I can return to the Great Lake
State that I feel fortunate to call home.”
Cooper is a proud member of the Bohemian Artists Group
of Cheboygan where we first met at an event called Author!
Author! held at the Gildner Gallery. She said, “Although I
recently declared my retirement from the Michigan Public
Schools, I don’t think I’ll ever abandon my passion for teaching
and learning. I like to think of myself professionally as an
educator for life - one who loves to explore new ideas and
share juxtaposed perspectives through my writing and
speaking in hopes of provoking others to explore differing
thoughts and viewpoints, as well.”
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Why do you do what you do?

Tell us how about your writing journey?

“Writing is something I’m driven to do. Some of that drive
is likely due to my love for creating and sharing what I’ve
created. However, I believe my predominant motivation is
the same as that which moves me to teach and advocate; that
is, my desire to promote understanding and awaken people
to perspectives that lie outside their purview. Particularly in
writing fiction, I favor tales that promote learning through
empathy, much like Harper Lee does throughout her novel,
To Kill a Mockingbird. As her character Atticus explains, ‘You
never really understand a person until you consider things
from his point of view… until you climb in his skin and walk
around in it.’ It’s my tendency toward compassion that
obliges me to walk around in others’ skin, and it’s my desire
to advocate that often compels me to share what I discover
through my empathy.”

“I’ve been a prolific writer for as long as I’ve had access to
a pen and a ream of paper, but my aspiration for writing a
novel first became conceivable for me once the PC became
mobile. In the midst of my busy life as a mother and teacher,
my first laptop computer made it possible for me to find a few
moments in the car, at the playground, on the road, between
appointments, or wherever I might be to type the next few
paragraphs of my first novel.
Readily available internet access also proved invaluable,
allowing for a means to research issues, history, and
locales I hoped to incorporate into my story. Finding quiet

How do you develop your writing ideas?

“I don’t tend to stick to one particular method of
disseminating my ideas. Along with the expanding breadth
of my life experiences, the techniques I use to communicate
tend to broaden and evolve over time.
Like so many other people,
I’ve dabbled from time to time in
blogging and social media. In the
past few years, I’ve also engaged
in politics and public speaking
as a means of pursuing issues
for which I am most passionate.
But it is in my writing that I’ve
by far invested the most effort
toward developing my thoughts
and honing my craft over decades.
I tend to favor writing
chronologically, sometimes
utilizing stream of consciousness
in narrative work. With my first
novel, I generally knew from the
beginning how it would end but
was less sure about how I would get there. So, I decided to
write in first person and wrote as the events were revealed
to me, weaving my way to the conclusion. When writing my
second novel, I chose to be much more deliberate, developing
a method I used to map out each chapter. I also determined
that writing in third person would be better suited for the
telling of this story, changing the narrator with each chapter
so the reader would know what was happening at different
locations in the minds of varying characters.
In future writings, I hope to experiment with a more recent
trend of telling a story outside of its chronological order, but I
refuse to do so if it only confuses and fails to contribute to the
reader’s experience. For me, it’s of highest importance to tell
a story in a manner that delivers the most powerful effects
of its deepest revelations. I feel my writing has succeeded
when it delivers that, “Ah ha!” moment when the reader not
only unearths a new discovery but also comes to empathize
with the character’s plight and, hopefully, gleans a previously
unknown perspective from the experience.”
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“So, I write
because the
compassionate
advocate in me
is determined to
promote better
understanding
through the
stories I tell.”
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opportunities to simply imagine proved challenging, as well,
but I managed to eek out enough time when taking a long
shower or in the dark silence of my bedroom just before I’d
fall asleep. During that quiet time, I’d first mull over some
intriguing dilemma that would form the core issue of the
story. As the events of this quandary began to formulate, I
then started to imagine the characters for whom these events
would unfold.
I’d often begin with a simple name and a concept of their
appearance, sometimes turning to the internet to look at
photos of people to find a likeness. Just as if I were meeting
these people for the first time, I found that once I could
visualize them and call them by name, then I could converse
with them, imagining how they might reply to my questions
or what they might otherwise say to me. Finally, I’d begin to

“Just as if I were meeting these people (characters) for the first time, I
found that once I could visualize them and call them by name, then I could
converse with them, imagining how they might reply to my questions or
what they might otherwise say to me.”

develop their circumstances and predicaments, imagining
their interactions and relationships with other characters
as their personalities came to life in my mind.”

Tell us about your strategy for getting
published.

What has been your biggest lesson or
insight?
“My biggest lesson over time has been to realize it’s best
to embrace and give thanks for the individuality of others,
and that we all could stand to develop a greater tolerance
for and patience with our differences. When I’m respectful
of differences, open minded to new ways of thinking, and
willing to reevaluate my own positions, I find I can grow as an
individual and better cooperate with others. This perspective
has led me to embrace the belief that there’s always another
side to every story and that I cannot own the truth but rather
can only hope to find it somewhere in between my own
perceptions and those of others.”

 Mary Ellen Jones is a former Hollywood sitcom
producer - now freelance writer and filmmaker living in NE Michigan.
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“Publishing my writing proved a daunting task. I began by
writing dozens of query letters to agents of my genre in search
of representation, steeling myself for the inevitable stack
of rejection letters first time writers are warned they will
receive. I reserved a large blank space on my hallway wall for
posting rejections, determined I would not surrender in my
quest until the wall was filled. I dubbed it the wall of shame,
a space that, to my disappointment, did begin to fill up as I
came to realize agents had little to no interest in representing What encouraging tips do you have for the
a novice writer such as myself.
W2W audience?
But as more letters were posted, I came to no longer regard
~ Don’t ever let your shortcomings define you. Everyone has
it as a wall of shame. Instead, the sight of all those letters
their
vulnerabilities - EVERYONE. Our imperfections are what
emboldened me, and so I renamed it my wall of determination.
make
us mortal and, like storm clouds parting to reveal the
With nearly every inch covered, I chose to explore alternative
sun,
allow
our gifts to shine more brightly.
paths of publishing. At that time, a local friend whose children’s
~
Try
to
see
any disadvantage as merely a challenge you are
books written under the pen name of Jonathan Rand was just
called
to
conquer.
Like a fallen tree blocking the road of life’s
beginning to experience enormous success with his wildly
journey,
don’t
let
anything
stand between you and what’s on
popular Michigan Chillers. He could not say enough good about
the
other
side.
his adventures in self-publishing, encouraging me to take
~ Try to find a way to remove what’s in your way. While that
the same path. With the industry of print-on-demand also
isn’t
always possible, know that there are always other paths
taking off, I decided to give this process a try. Admittedly, my
to
take.
They may prove much more difficult, but remember
initial sales were very limited. However, I entered my novel
that,
as
Robert
Frost suggested, ‘...sometimes taking the road
in the Independent Publishers Awards competition and, to
less
traveled
can
make all the difference.’
my surprise, was honored with their bronze medal for best
For
more
information
or to connect with Jeanene Cooper
regional fiction in the Great Lakes region.
visit
her
website
at
jeanenecooper.com.
Look for upcoming
With this recognition, independent bookstores took notice,
book
events
with
Jeanene
at
the
Cheboygan
Carnegie Library
granting me the opportunity to do area book signings that
at
cheboygancarnegie.com
proved instrumental in getting my book into the hands of
Mary Ellen Jones is a television producer, freelance writer
readers. In hindsight, I’m so glad I ended up taking the printand
filmmaker living in Harrisville, MI. She can be reached
on-demand approach as it has allowed me to keep my novel
at
mejonmv@gmail.com
currently available and to maintain all creative rights over
my work.”
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Shades of Faith �

 Helen Hicks is an award-
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winning administrator and
motivational speaker living in the
Detroit area. You can reach her at
helenk7306@hotmail.com.
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Mama’s House

Shortly after my darling 91-year old mother passed away in April of
2017, I found myself sitting across the table from an old friend. As we
were talking, I shared with her that my siblings and I had agreed to list
mom’s house as she had specified in her will.
My friend was curious as to where the house was located, so when I told
her that mom had lived in Rivergate Subdivision in Macomb, Michigan,
her eyes grew very big.
She said, “Oh my goodness. We have friends who are looking in that
neighborhood but they only want to live on a certain street. It would be
funny if your mom lived on Columbia.”
I looked up from my fabulous burger and said, “Mom did live on
Columbia. Hers is the most beautiful house on that block!”
That evening, my friend contacted her friends and within a few months
we closed on mom’s property and the couple and their daughter moved
into a beautiful three bedroom home on the street that made their heart
sing. We never had to list it or show it to another family!
Was this a coincidence? I think not.
Was it good karma? Maybe
Was it Divine Intervention? Yes!
How else can anyone explain the way in which Carl and Lori found
the home of their dreams on the one street in all of the world that they
wanted.
God is good.
RIP Mama. The house is in good hands.

Celebrating Kitty Moeller
2018 Libby Award Recipient

L

ocal philanthropist Kathryn “Kitty” Moeller is the recipient of the 2018
Libby Award. A reception in her honor will be hosted by the Flint Women
and Girls Fund Advisory Committee on Thursday, October 25, 5:30 p.m., at
the Capitol Theatre in Flint. Everyone is welcome to attend this free event
to congratulate Kitty. An optional tour of the newly renovated theatre will be held
prior to the reception at 4:30 p.m.

Kathryn “Kitty” Moeller

Several nominations were received for the
Libby Award that was created by the Flint
Women and Girls Fund Advisory Committee
in 2000. The first award was presented to
Olivia P. “Libby” Maynard, a philanthropist
and advocate for women and girls in Genesee
County.
“In Flint, people care beyond their own
circle,” said Kitty. “People live for others
beyond themselves, and that’s a rock solid
asset we have in this community.”
The Libby Award is presented every two
years to a woman who inspires diverse groups
of women and girls, acts as a role model,
and empowers women. The Community
Foundation looks forward to presenting the
award to another woman for a lifetime of
community engagement.
Kindly RSVP to the event by emailing
rsvp@cfgf.org; register online at www.cfgf.
org; or call 810-767-8270. There is no charge
for the reception or tour. Gifts in honor of
Kitty Moeller can be made online to the Flint
Women and Girls Fund at www.cfgf.org.
Libby Award Recipients
2000 – Olivia P. Maynard
2002 – Sarah E. Warner
2004 – Celia Perez Booth
2006 – Claire M. White
2008 – Dolores C. Ennis
2010 – Susan L. Moulton, M.S.N.
2012 – Katherine Saunders
2014 – Evelyn V. Golden M.D.
2016 – Jessie M. Muldrew, Ph.D.
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“Kitty inspires women by being an
amazing example,” said Essence Wilson of
Communities First, who nominated her for
the award. “Kitty has taught me how to use my
voice as a woman to get things accomplished
and offers a listening ear when I need a wise
opinion. Although I am a bit younger than her
and of a different ethnic background, Kitty
values my point of view and respects me as an
equal. Her example of dignity, influence, quiet
power, advocacy, and relentless optimism has
inspired me to be a better person, a better
wife and a better leader.”
In her volunteer roles serving on the
boards of the Junior League, Urban League,
First Presbyterian Church, MTA, and Planned
Parenthood, as well as professional roles at
the Genesee District Library and Child and
Family Services, Kitty is steadfast in her
conviction that women are represented in
leadership roles. She ensures that the female
point of view is not only represented, but that
women are treated with fairness and equity.
Kitty has served as a national volunteer for
the Girls Scouts of America, and is a past Chair
of the Flint Women and Girls Fund Advisory
Committee. She exemplifies the values of
Olivia P. Maynard, for whom the Libby Award
is named.
Kitty describes Libby as a good friend
and admires her greatly. “She’s a person I’ve
looked up to for many reasons. She listens
to people, including people with differing
opinions without judgment. She is someone
who cares deeply about all people. She is a
role model that we can look up to and emulate.”
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Grace
The

Experiment

S
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he was done. She just couldn’t do it anymore. And the worst thing? She felt like a failure. Nagging selfcriticism kept bombarding her brain: she’d not done enough, she should work harder, and she was so
unworthy. She had tried. Oh how hard she had tried! But she had come to the end of herself. She could
barely breathe, much less keep pushing herself to “get it all done” just to make everyone happy. She
collapsed on the bed, tears dripping down her cheeks, and wondered how she’d gotten to this place. Utterly
exhausted, hardly able to move, her brain overloaded with the many requirements and expectations from
others, she wondered if she’d ever be happy again.

Do you recognize this woman? Have you seen her in your
mirror?
Everyone gets exhausted and comes to the “end of their
rope” at times during their lives. Unfortunately, with women
it is often the result of our “super woman” mentality which
believes we can be all things to everyone, do all things to
please people, be the caregivers of the world, and completely
dismiss our own needs. It’s a mindset that has been driven into
us by our culture, our families, and by societal expectations.
Often it is the result of believing there is no other way and
our own driving need to prove ourselves.
Well Darlin’, if this is you, it’s time to bestow upon yourself
goodwill, favor, and mercy, (grace) just as you would a best
friend who was criticizing themselves for falling short. You
would give her encouragement and tell her how accomplished
she is. It’s time to do the same for yourself.
“If beating yourself up worked, you’d already be rich,
skinny, and happy. Why not try loving yourself for a month
and see what happens?”
My friend Stephanie Dalfonzo wrote these words on her
Facebook page this week. I asked if I could use them because
they fit so well with what I was writing.
Do you realize how powerful this suggestion is? Could you
do it? It takes twenty-one days to change a habit, so how about
instead of self-criticism you rejoiced in your accomplishments
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for thirty days? Do you understand how that could change
your brain and your outlook on life?
Instead of thinking, “I’m a bad mom because my meals are
not really healthy enough for my kids”, think, “I buy groceries
(an accomplishment that deserves a medal in my book!) and
provide food for family.” (SCORE!)
Instead of thinking, "I am such a bad parent, missing my
kids’ games (recitals, plays)", think, I am working to provide
a life for them, and there are others who love and encourage
them.
Instead of thinking, “Will my children be okay without me
tonight? I feel so guilty”, think, “I really need this time to
laugh with friends so that I can be more content at home. They
are just fine without me, and we all need a break from each
other.” And you know, they really are just fine with someone
else for a while.
And during those times when you just can’t seem to keep
your head above water and the doubt and lies and guilt
are attacking you? Start listing all the things you HAVE
accomplished that day. Perhaps you worked all day (which
brings its own set of frustrations), did four loads of laundry,
bought groceries, read with a child, cleaned the toilet (does
anyone else clean just one item a day like I often do?) spent
5 minutes outside, folded the laundry (ugh, 3 days later), put
the devices aside and cuddled, cooked dinner (or collected

drive-through), made the bed (ha!), talked to your mom,
encouraged a friend, got out of bed this morning, or got into
bed at a decent hour (you do know we desperately need 7-8
hours of sleep don’t you?). There are so many things that we
do each day and we need to celebrate them. Others expect
and take for granted. But you, my dear, need to begin seeing
what a powerhouse you truly are!
Need to start saving? Celebrate the five dollars you were
able to tuck away this week or how you resisted buying that
really unnecessary item (maybe at Hobby Lobby or Target?
Stay away from those places!).
Want to lose weight? Celebrate that you didn’t eat the whole
bag of chips even though you really, really wanted to. Perhaps
you signed up with a therapist to help you understand the
underlying reasons behind overeating, or that you have
partnered with a friend to support each other. Or that you did
not buy the three-pack of chocolate chip cookies at McDonald’s
(do they stare you in the face too?).
Need to lose weight and save money? Celebrate that you
have weaned yourself from that sugary Starbuck’s on the way
to work or that you brought your lunch to work and walked
for ten minutes.
Did you take the stairs today instead of the elevator? Did
you call a friend to encourage her? Did you turn up the music
and dance with your kids? Did you clean the house—or even
one room? Girl! You need to celebrate!!
This list can go on and on. If you have trouble remembering
your accomplishments by the end of the day, jot notes to

yourself. Perhaps carry a little journal with you. Many people
carry “gratitude” journals, and being conscious of all they
have to be grateful for has changed their outlook on life. I
believe the act of recognizing all you accomplish during
your day will change your life drastically. You will begin
to see that you are not lacking in any way.
And take a bit of time for you each day: read, sit outside,
meditate, take a bubble bath, or do yoga, and breathe. You
are completely worth it—and until you believe that of
yourself, it will be hard for others to believe it either.
I realize I am focusing more on doing rather than being,
which is not my usual approach. But I feel it’s important for
women to learn to give themselves grace rather than beat
themselves up for not doing all they think they should (which
usually turns into feelings of not being enough—something
I struggled with most of my life). I really do hope you will
try the “Grace Experiment”. And please let me know how it
changes your life! Email me at mimi@w2wmichigan.com. I
can’t wait to hear from you!

 Mimi Matthews believes in the power of

words to change lives. You can read her life
stories and uplifting posts on her blog http://
particularpassions.me/ and buy her encouraging
and empowering words on unique cards and gifts
on her Etsy shop here: https://www.etsy.com/
shop/EmPOWordmentCards
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Abby's Artfulness �

Falling Into Your Style
article is that these prints function
as neutrals that you can build almost
any outfit around. You don’t have
to rock it from head to toe, but add
a statement necklace with a hint of
animal and you will be right on trend.

Prairie Dresses

These are sweet, flowy, part
bohemian and part Victorian dresses
that will make you swoon. Pair it with
your jean jacket (a closet staple), and
a statement necklace and you are
on your way to feeling feminine and
sweet.

Red!

Yes, you heard me right! Remember
me talking about this for Spring
fashion, well you can carry it right on
into fall! Hooray!
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Plaid, all kinds of plaid
Hey there Girl Boss! I don’t know
about you, but my favorite season is
Autumn. I know that I am probably
partial to it because my birthday
happens to be in October. But the
crispness in the air mixed with hot
apple cider and brown sugar donuts
is something I can’t resist. Along with
comfy jeans and cozy sweaters. You
will be right on trend with the colorchanging leaves wearing the color story
we are seeing this Fall. From Lemon
Curry to Flame Scarlet, you will feel
right at home with them hanging in
your closet.
Some great trends for you to
incorporate into your every day:

Not your momma’s
Animal Prints

Designers and fashion houses are
changing the way we look at Animal
Prints. They are everything from tigers
to zebras and even snakes. Something
I learned while researching for this
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Trade in your black or navy
blazer for a plaid one! You will look
professional and not boring. Easily

pair it with jeans on the weekend for
a fun professional look.

Ruching details

The definition of ruching is the
gathering of a strip of fabric that
then causes a ripple effect. It was a
technique that was introduced in
the 80’s and it’s being brought back
and hot for this fall. Make sure to try
these pieces on to determine whether
they are flattering the right part of
your body.

80’s Style Revival

Clashing prints and punchy primary
colors will be seen in your favorite
stores. Even shoulder pads! Yes I said,
shoulder pads. If you ask my motherin-law they never went out of style
because she loves them so much. I
cannot wait for her to hear about this
style trend.
Girls as always, BE YOURSELF!
Fashion trends are just that, trends.
They come and go. You and your style
are here to stay.

 Abby is a stay-at-home mom to two wonderful boys. She loves being creative
with her crochet business, Chic Mom Designs. Abby has been an accessory stylist
with Premier Designs jewelry for 7 years now and loves how she can make
women feel just as gorgeous on the outside as they are on the inside. Visit her
website and pick some new bling for yourself. And come to our Speaker Series to
meet her in person! accessorystylistabby.com

MTA honors all the strong women
driven to build a better tomorrow.
It is this same drive that has allowed Flint’s Mass Transportation
Authority to grow to over 300 vehicles and 600 employees transporting
passengers to six counties. Through dedicated leadership, specialty
services and energy-efficient vehicles, the MTA continues to meet the
ever expanding need for public transportation in our communities.

@MTAflint

(810) 767-0100 •

www.mtaflint.org

What
Do
You
So,
Think About
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Money?

You have thoughts about money. What are your thoughts
about it? Is money bad? Is it a sin to be rich? Are you a better
person if you’re poor? Is money hard to earn, hard to keep?
Or are you a magnet for money? Does it come easily to you?
Do you love money (or were you taught that was wrong)?
Does money love you? Do you feel that you will always have
enough? More than enough? Here’s a good one: Does money
grow on trees?
More often than not our beliefs and thoughts about this
subject were given to us from our parents, from people in
the church, our teachers, our fellow students, friends, and
television or movies. It was given to us from someone else’s
perspective which we probably adopted as our own, without
even thinking about how we would like to relate to such an
important, useful, tool to have.
So, do you believe what you were taught about finances and
money? I’m sure that you know that you can change that, you
can do away with those limiting beliefs and thoughts.
Awareness is the key to changing the story you’ve been told
to the one that you would like to believe. The one that you
would like to experience. The one that you are experiencing.
Now, go ahead and be with your thoughts for a moment. Ask
yourself what your beliefs are about money, where each one
came from, and your first experience with money.
If you see that you have limiting self-talk about your finances,
about money, ask yourself how are those serving you. Do you
wish that you could change them and your financial situation?

You can.

To start is pretty simple. Start with your story. Update
it to something that is beneficial to you. Ex: “I always
have what I need, more than enough.” “I am financially
abundant.” “Money does grow on trees.” “I have great
energy and I am always taken care of.”
How does that feel? Does it feel good? Great? Does it make
you smile and laugh and feel awesomely wonderful? If it
doesn’t, ask why. Is it because it is not true for you right now?
Try playing a game with this: Imagine that it is true. What
does that feel like? Go as deep into that feeling as you can.
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Picture yourself being abundant: add color, add sound, add
temperature, weather. When we add dimension by using
more that one of our senses it helps to deepen it, to make it
more real – to make our experience into our thoughts and
vice versa. Do this often, at least once a day. Do you want
abundance to come to your life faster? Then do this activity
more often; once an hour, several times a day, when you
wake up and when you go to bed. Write it down every day.
Feel it while you are writing, and picturing your new beliefs.
This does make a difference. There are people who have a
poverty/”not enough” theme to their thoughts/beliefs, and there
are those that have a wealthy/”there is enough for everyone” theme.
You get to choose which one you have.
If you have one and you would like the other, then be
determined, play the “game” with yourself, with your thoughts.
You do believe the things that you tell yourself. Tell yourself
better, more resourceful stories. Make it happen for you.

Trust. Yourself.

You are a magic maker. You do have what it takes. The first
thing it takes is your mind. You have one of those. Use it, or
it will use you. Remember, we believe our minds, our stories.
Use this function to your benefit. Our minds are powerful.
We are powerful. Reprogram any and all limiting beliefs that
are stored there. Be diligent and kind to yourself with this
process. You can do this. You already are.

Trust yourself.
With great love,
Jennie Gray Bouteiller

 Jennie Bouteiller Oneness Neuro-linguistic

Programming (NLP) Practitioner, Hypnotherapist, and
Deeksa (a Oneness blessing) giver. She can be contacted at
healingshiftshappen@gmail.com or
by phone: 313-600-7178
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Living Balanced �
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Plan For Greatness!

It has been said that 70% of people fail to achieve their life
goals. Since we have been designed for greatness, it is vital to
the quality and direction of our lives to make a plan to reach
our goals. This will keep us focused while providing clarity
in what we want to do, be, and have that are most important
to us. Ultimately, they reflect our purpose in life. “If you fail
to plan, you are planning to fail!” ―Benjamin Franklin
The questions below will help you intentionally find your
WHY, which will help determine your GOALS and get you
started on the right PLAN to make it happen. First, find a
quiet place and give yourself some time to reflect, evaluate
and be proud and content with what you have accomplished
thus far in life—big or small.
Some say this type of activity is nonsense, but all of us have
struggled with self-doubt and/or sabotage at some point in
our lives. It is important to be okay with where we’re at,
yet still strive for better. Writing down the answers to the
questions requires us to think about who we are and what
we want. Write your answers down on a 5x7 card or print out
and read them daily. This will absolutely give you the boost
you need to move forward and live life intentionally.
Look at these 7 areas in your life. Grade yourself on a scale
of 1-10 in each of these areas.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Faith
Family
Friends
Fitness
Finance
Fun
Field (Career)

So, this is where you are at this time. Now, decide where you
want to be. Take a look at the list below and create an Action
Plan to get there.
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Actions to Achieving Your Goals
1. Love yourself, be confident and have no fear.
2. Evaluate and change your perspective.
3. Become more mindful of what you say and think.
4. Minimize time wasters and distractions.
5. Give yourself permission to say NO.
6. Wake up early to dedicate time needed to accomplish
daily goals.
7. Stop procrastinating! Just do it… it doesn’t have to be
perfect!
8. Write your Plan down for each area.
9. Proudly let family and friends know your goals.
10. Look at your goals daily and evaluate your progress
weekly.

“A goal without a plan is just a wish” ―Antoine de SaintExupéry. I can tell you that on the days I don’t read this (out
loud) first thing in the morning, I tend to lose focus on my
own personal goals. We all need to remind ourselves of these
truths since we don’t live in a perfect world. I’m sure you can
agree that life would be so much easier if the support from
friends, spouse, children and external family were all positive
and encouraging. But let’s just say life’s not always perfect.
Is that going to stop you from the pursuing the desires God
has put on your heart? It shouldn’t! Seek to Live Intentionally
with Zeal in all things ―Blessings Stacey Kimbrell

*The 7 F’s is an excerpt from Oola-Find Balance In An Unbalanced
World by Dave Braun and Troy Amdahl.

 Stacey Kimbrell is a Natural Health Professional,

Chemical Awareness & Essential Oil Advocate,
International Speaker and Author of Living Balanced.
Stacey loves to provide a simple and practical approach to
living a healthy, chemical-free lifestyle.
DRINK, THINK & DO! 810.423.5721
Stacey@staceykimbrell.com LivingAnointed.com

“Lucky”
As Your Middle Name

Y ou are kismet – the personification of chance.
Lucky ought to be your middle name. You just
might not yet realize it. The days of relying solely
on random chance are over. Fate does play a part,
but there’s more to it than that. Luck is comprised
of three elements: opportunity, hard work, and
talent. Luck, it seems, starts with you and your
approach. There are things you can start doing
right now that will point the odds in your favor.

forth into new opportunities, climbing upon those steps you
have built from opportunities that didn’t work out as you had
originally hoped.
Optimism squashes “learned helplessness.” When people
feel like they have no control over the outcome, they stop
trying and become helpless. Be driven and relentless in
your goal to never give up. Realize that you do actually have
some control. There will always be outside influences, but
remember that fate is comprised of three elements and two
of those are hard work and talent. In other words, only a third
of luck is actual random chance. Believing that will encourage
you to remain persistent in your quest for new opportunities,
to actively improve your skills, and to achieve success and
fulfillment in all areas of your life.
Luck is what happens along the way to success. It happens
when you bring your best self on the journey. There are some
key things you can do to promote good fortune in your life.
Think positively.
Practice gratitude and express appreciation every day.
Create affirmations that reflect some truth but also aim to
help you grow.
Exercise – it’s good for your whole being.
Meditate and spend time getting your mind into alignment.
Read and continue to Learn.
Invest time in bettering yourself through learning
experiences.
And remember, with your contribution being two-thirds of
the equation, luck is already in your favor. You are kismet!

 Kim Hytinen is a Michigan native, freelance
writer, dreamer, and lover of interesting vintage
and antique goods. As a former small business owner,
college administrator, and the mom of three teens
-- one of whom is special needs -- Kim’s experience
adjudicates her propensity to writing on a variety
of topics.
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Opportunities are everywhere. The right mindset can
help you to recognize and act upon them. The trick is to pay
attention and get outside your comfort zone. Move beyond
a narrow focus by changing your scenery – visit a new city,
attend an event you normally would not go to, take a different
route to work. Exposure to new things leads to opportunities.
By being an active participant in kismet, you are opening
yourself up for new experiences. This is true and beneficial
in personal as well as professional life.
What kind of energy do you bring to the room? The “room”
can be your home, work, or the world at large. How do you
approach life? Remember, you are the personification of good
fortune. Believe it. Own it. Do your part to bring luck to you
by practicing a positive, fresh approach to life. This creates
your own personal culture, otherwise known as your vibe.
Resonate with positivity and watch how it impacts every
aspect of your life. Read the body language of people with
whom you interact as an indicator of how your energy is being
perceived. While you can’t control how other respond to you,
their reaction to you is a good indicator of your vibe.
In order to improve your circumstance, first clarify your
perspective. Attitude is a great place to start! Mediocre effort
will produce standard results. You didn’t wake up today to
be mediocre! Experience enrichment and greater success by
allowing risk. Embrace it. Know that you will sometimes fail
and learn to be okay with that. Failures become the steps you
climb to success and this is how growth happens.
Here’s something to think about … Only 4-5 percent of
business start-ups survive past 10 years. But how many people
never even took the chance in the first place? How many were
too afraid of risk to even begin? And could those who closed
their doors after a few years of trying have overcome the
obstacles that put them out of business if they had seized new
experiences, continuously honed and improved their skills,
and taken more chances? Perhaps. There is a time to call it
quits and move on, but do so on your own terms, knowing
you put forth your greatest effort and best attitude. And go
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Diva Dialogue �
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Self-Nurturing
Through The
Holidays
It’s about to get crazy around here. Yes…sigh… the holidays.
How they got here so quickly is beyond me. Don’t get me
wrong, I do love this season. It’s full of family, food, and fun.
We visit with people that we seldom see. Most folks are in a
good mood. We give and get gifts. We cook and eat traditional
seasonal foods. However, it can get frantic—if we allow it.
Let’s talk about how to calm it down, keep it light, and truly
enjoy our company and gift giving.
I asked a few women who always seem composed, well
organized, and on top of things, how they do it. One said, “I
start months ahead of time”, another said, “I delegate every
task to my personal assistant and secretary,” and the third
said, “I do everything at the last minute but I have lists to
go by.”
Well, the first one, although I admire this approach very
much, isn’t going to work for me. I’ve tried it. I forget what
I buy, end up buying too much (or doubles of everything) or
hide the gifts so well that I can’t find them. One year, when my
children were little, I hid the Santa gifts so well they stayed
there for an entire year.
The second choice is not an option, for me anyway, because
I do not have anyone to delegate to. If I did, I definitely would.
I’m that last person. Always, what I consider to be right on
time others think of as late, with lists everywhere. A gift list,
food list, timing chart for what goes in the oven when. I love
lists and I love to cross things off of them once completed
or deleted. I pull it off—with no time to spare. “No one ever
knows,” I say with a sheepish grin.
No matter which one you are, the thing that these three
women had in common was the fact that they know their
modus operandi and are delightfully contented with it.
THAT’S THE SECRET! To know yourself, accept yourself,
and keep moving forward.
Relax into your method of preparation for the holidays (and
any time). If you do things last minute, it’s okay, they still
get finished. Your guests don’t care if you baked that cake
two weeks ago and froze it or just finished frosting it. Your
children, grandchildren, and significant other do not frown
upon a gift that was wrapped late last night or right after
Thanksgiving. A table is no less attractively set a few days in
advance or early that morning. That’s right, my friends, the
key is that it is pleasurably done, with love and appreciation.
Here are a few ideas on how to maintain a joy-filled, stressfree, grateful attitude during the holiday season:
Take care of your mind. It all begins there. The mind-body
connection is finally being recognized as a major contributor
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to your overall health. Avoid situations that anger or upset you.
Allow yourself a little more time to meditate, deep breathe,
read or listen to an enjoyable book, go shopping with friends
and have a sit down lunch together. Unplug. Remain calm.
Bottom line, avoid holiday overload.
Take care of your body. Go for long walks or dance, alone,
without talking. Eat healthy, nutritionally-dense foods. Get
plenty of sleep, by allowing wind-down time. It can be as
simple as taking fifteen minutes for some deep breathing,
yoga, a relaxing bath or shower, or meditation before bed.
Make lists and go over your next day’s schedule. Have a glass
of wine. The idea is to shut off your monkey brain BEFORE
bedtime. Then, climb into bed with appreciation, an empty
mind, and a grateful heart. Full self-nurturing!
Take care of your spirit. Again, I have to include deep
breathing and meditation. Prayer can be added to this list. If
you attend an organized religious ceremony or ritual, include
that too. A book, tapes, gatherings, Bible study, book study,
rituals…it doesn’t matter. Knowing that you are not in this life,
nor this season, alone is very comforting. This third element
is so necessary in staying balanced. Please do not ignore it.
I guess what I’m trying to say is, know your coping style and
be comfortable with it. The enjoyment of this time of year far
outweighs (no pun intended) the decorations, timing of the
food preparation, and fussing about wrapping. Release the
chores that overtax you or delegate them to someone who
enjoys doing them.
What I remember most about holidays is always who was
there, who was the funniest, who had changed the most and
how much love there is.
Now is your chance to begin a season of stress-less festivities.
Start a new tradition of visiting and conversing that is full of
great belly laughs. That’s what people remember—that and
a great hug.
Enjoy. Count your blessings. Spread the love.

 Deborah St.Hilaire has been a women’s

empowerment/life coach since 2010. She can be
reached for personal and group coaching, speaking
engagements and retreats. thedivalution@gmail.com
or 419.366.8091

Follow Your Dreams

W

e all have dreams but not everyone believes their dreams can come into full fruition. What are
your dreams? You certainly have them for a reason. Think about what your dreams are and why
you desire what you desire, no matter how big or absurd you may think they are! No matter what
you think others might think of you. Leave what others think out of the equation.
What projects have you begun and haven’t finished? What
are you good at? What have you started and tucked away
because of whatever reason? What opportunities have come
your way that you did not take? Make up your mind right now
that you are going to re-connect with your dreams and what
you’re passionate about. That you are going to dream again
and take inspired action on bringing your dreams into reality!
Once you make the decision to trust yourself and take the
next step necessary, the Universe will guide you to everything
you require to fulfill your dreams and your purpose. All the
resources, help from others, time, energy and everything else
you require will open up for you when you believe. So pick a
place and start now! If you feel you need support, seek out
a coach and others who have the same dreams and goals as
yours!

 Katina Love is the author of the book “Awaken To
Natural Wellness”, she’s a Self-love and Life Purpose Coach,
and the creator of the “Awakening With Katina Love” talk
show/podcast. Check out her website www.katinalove.com.
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What is your ideal career path? Have you thought about
doing something different from what you’re doing right now?
How would it make you feel if you could do what you absolutely
love on a full-time basis? Don’t try to figure out how you can
make it happen. Trust that it can happen because all things
are possible! Believe in yourself!
What did you dream of doing as a child? What makes your
heart sing? It does not matter what your age is now, whether
you are just out of high school or you’re a baby boomer seeking
your 1st or 2nd career. Maybe you have a product or service
you can offer that will enhance the lives of other people. Maybe
you desire to coach or teach others, write a book, become a
speaker, become an artist or poet; maybe you desire to go
back to school. It does not matter what it is as long as you are
passionate about it and your heart is in it!
No matter what your dreams are I am here to tell you that
it’s never too late to follow your dreams and begin again!
You have a purpose to fulfill here on earth and your dreams
matter!
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Beauty by Design �

Autumn Skincare 101
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Summer and autumn in Michigan bring a lot of outdoor
activities, from days on the water, to working in your
garden, attending sports, or just lounging outside and
absorbing the rays. Our obsession with the sun is probably
due to all those months of being stuck indoors. However,
along with the positive benefits that sunshine and vitamin
D have come some negative ones as well. For example,
approximately 83% of adults may experience a minimum
of one sun burn in their lifetime from over-exposure to sun,
which puts them at a higher risk for skin cancer. To assist
you in preventing sunburns and keep your skin protected
from the sun, there are a few things to consider using
before stepping outside.
Studies show that a combination of vitamin C and E
applied to the skin can help reduce the damage of free
radicals. Because vitamin C is water-soluble it can become
inactive sooner when mixed with other liquids, therefore
the best form is pure, fresh-dried L-ascorbic acid. To be
fully effective, the percentage of vitamin C should be
around 10-15 percent. Be cautious, as some products that
contain Vitamins C cause irritation, especially to sensitive
skin.
Vitamin E benefits skin by strengthening the capillary
walls and improving moisture and elasticity, acting as a
natural anti-aging nutrient within your body. Studies have
shown that vitamin E reduces inflammation both within
your body and on your skin, helping maintain healthy,
youthful skin.
Along with a skin care that includes vitamin C and E, you
should make sure your daily moisturizer includes an SPF15
or higher in order to protect skin from the damaging rays
of the sun throughout the year. Use it on the backs of your
hands too, and any exposed areas of skin.
Below are some of my Favs:

Clinique Fresh Pressed 7-Day System with Pure
Vitamin C
Want results within a week? (Join the club.) Clinique’s
seven-day system, which comes with seven individual
packets of a powdered cleanser and a potent serum with
just enough for a week, promises just that. Be warned,
though, after seven days, the 10 percent pure vitamin C
serum will begin to oxidize, so use it up!
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InstaNatural Vitamin C Skin Trio Bundle - 30 Day Starter
Kit - Cleanser, Serum, & Moisturizer Combo - Natural &
Organic Anti Aging Treatment
What I love about this Vitamin C Moisturizer with SPF 30
is it can be used as daily sun Protection for Men & Women
– it also contains Hyaluronic Acid & Sunflower Oil - Zinc &
Titanium Dioxide to Prevent Sun Damage.
			
AVEENO Absolutely Ageless Intensive Renewal Serum
What I love about this serum is it improves the
appearance of fine lines, hydrates and improves skin
texture .This powerful serum contains Blackberry Complex
which helps to reduce the loss of collagen for healthier,
firmer looking skin. Note: still use a moisturizer with
sunscreen when using this product
ROC MULTI CORRECTION 5 IN 1
What I love
about this 5 in
anti-wrinkle cream is
that it has an SPF 30,
is a great all in one
hydrating cream that
improves elasticity and
firmness, while reducing
the fine lines on the
face, neck and chest. It
also contains vitamin E
which assists in healthy
looking skin.

1

OLAY Regenerist Whip
This lightweight moisturizer
with SPF 25 transforms from
a cream to liquid for instant
absorption with all the benefits
of a heavier cream for those of
you who hate that heavy feeling
on your face.

 Tami Lyn Sackett is a free lance writer and beauty

expert with over 30 years in the industry with a passion
for making every woman look good and feel better about
themselves through practicing good Heath and utilizing
the right products. Contact Tami @ tamilyn66@yahoo.com

We sell “thin-line” and the heavy glass “Euro” enclosures. We offer free in-home design
consultation and free estimates. We offer the most popular metal finishes and glass types.
We do all of our own installations and we back our workmanship with a one year warranty.

810-234-4641 • billjr@flintglassservice.com
Mon - Fri 8-5• Sat by appointment
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Finding
Your
Purpose

A

wife and working mother of eight
children ranging in age from 11 to 27
at the time, Cynthia Essex had much
to be exhausted about. But that
Sunday morning, the exhaustion persisted.
She still forced herself to get dressed, but the
next warning sign was when she didn’t care
which shoes she wore.
Cynthia pressed on, still assuming she was just
worn out. At church, she started feeling worse and
decided to leave before the service was over. As she
was walking out, she collapsed. Thankfully there
were parishioners close by that saw her collapse
and helped.
“Waking up with a bunch of people around you and
wondering why you’re laying on the ground, isn’t my
idea of a good time,’ Cynthia joked.
When the ambulance arrived, she
wanted to refuse treatment thinking
she was fine and it was just a fainting
spell. Nothing was wrong with her,
she was thin, healthy – or so she
thought.
Later at the hospital she learned
she collapsed because of her heart –
a heart that was enlarged due to having congestive
heart failure. Cynthia decided it was time to make
some changes. One change was determining her
purpose in life.
Before that day she was like most of us and didn’t
really think about her dreams or her purpose. “I was
a mom, a wife, I worked. I had a wonderful life filled
with love. And I was busy!”
But then it happened. Heart disease actually
opened Cynthia’s eyes to her dream. A dream and
purpose she didn’t even know she had. She realized
that her heart disease wasn’t the end of life but just
a part of life.
Once she understood that, she decided to make
every moment count and step outside of her comfort
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“I was a mom, a
wife, I worked. I
had a wonderful
life filled with love.
And I was busy!”
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zone and try new things. One of those new things
was being a Go Red For Women ambassador and
sharing her experience with heart disease to a few
hundred women at the Go Red For Women luncheon
back in 2014.
That door opened her up to a whole new world. A
world that now includes encouraging women to go
after their dreams and define their purpose. Today,
she’s also a keynote speaker at business events and
an author.
She says her biggest accomplishment so far is
writing her first book, Learning To Stand Tall: “In
The Face of Life’s Adversities”, a book that encourages
women to stop running, hiding, or ignoring and
pretending all is well. She tells us to stand and fight
for the right to live a life full of inner PEACE—even
if the world is crazy around you.
Cynthia says, “Trust me when I tell you that
something beautiful happens when you use your
power and take control of everything that once
controlled you. Keep your DREAMS before you and
don’t stop until they all come TRUE!”
You never know what door—or disease—will open
your eyes to your dreams.



Stacy Sawyer is the senior
communications director for the American
Heart Association in Michigan. A mom to
two and husband to one, you may see her on
television, hear her on the radio or pass her
on the road as she taxis her kids from one
activity to another. She is a heart health cheerleader.
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Law of Attraction �

The
Art
of
Dreaming
the first step in creating your own reality

D
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id you know that when you have a dream, the universe is continually (energetically) lining up
cooperative components (others call synchronicities) each day for you to rendezvous with so your
dream can come true? However if you’re stuck in a state of worry or confusion (in other words out
of alignment) you will not be able to rendezvous with the cooperative components because you are
tuned to the wrong frequency (just like a radio station – you can’t receive jazz music when you’re tuned to
the rap music station!)
At one point in my life, after I discovered my 2nd husband
was leading a double life, my only dream was to find a way
to get through the divorce without going crazy and learn how
to become happy again. My attorney sent me to a meditation
class to help me learn how to let go of all the stress that I
was living in. I didn’t think I could ever learn how to quiet
my mind but I went anyway because I truly wanted to find
peace and happiness. I was open to receive any help possible.
I met my current husband Kevin at this class and since I was
hating men at the time I didn’t look twice at him. However
the universe knew better and lined up some more rendezvous
so I could continue to get to know him, because after the
weekend program was over we both (independently) decided
to participate in ongoing monthly meditation gatherings. I
had no idea that as the following 3 years unfolded, I would
learn to love, accept myself, trust my own intuition and at the
same time learn that I could even trust men too. We fell in
love, got married and started our intuitive coaching business
Personal Success Programs in 2007.
More currently, one Friday morning I planned to attend a
networking meeting with the intention of attracting another
client for an up and coming workshop we had scheduled. The
meeting was so early that I awoke to a loud alarm clock. I began
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to feel annoyed with the sudden jolt of waking up unnaturally
because I usually wake up to the sweet sound of birds chirping
and the sunshine streaming through by bedroom window. As
I became fully awake I remembered we had an out-of-town
guest coming in for the weekend so before I took my shower
I decided to clean the guest bathroom in preparation for the
friend arriving that evening. I began to feel a little worried
that doing this task before leaving for the meeting might
slow down my schedule. I pushed ahead anyway. I sprayed
the toilet with cleaning solution and happened to breathe
in at the same time. As the fumes hit me I began coughing
horribly. This coughing was a true indication that I was out
of alignment from worrying but I ignored this and continued
to force myself to get it finished. I continued to cough for 15
more minutes. Finally I stopped coughing and I went to get
on my computer to print some handouts for the meeting and
the printer wouldn’t work. (More signs that the energy I was
putting out was attracting more worrisome experiences!) I
decided to let go of the need for a handout because by this time
I was in a hurry to shower and get going to the meeting. As I
ran out the door (full of stress) that I would be late I became
aware that I was totally out of alignment and I knew nothing
good can come from this feeling!

As I started driving, I began doing some deep breathing
and reminded myself this was my choice to get up early and
attend. I chose to focus on everything I wanted to say at the
meeting about our business and it made me smile and feel
happy because I love what we do. During the 20 minute
drive, as I focused on all my good feeling thoughts about
our business, good energy momentum began to build. The
good news is by the time I arrived at the meeting my stress
was gone and I was back into alignment. I received two nice
testimonials and attracted a new client for the workshop we
had scheduled and this conveniently reminded me that the
Universe always has my back and all I have to do is show up
in alignment to experience the rendezvous that is waiting
for me. All turned out as I’d intended but I must say it took
awareness of the bad feeling state I was in and effort and focus
to get my energy moving in the right direction. When things
like this happen I’m instantly grateful for the power I have
to attract my dreams (big or small) by acknowledging when
I’m out of alignment and choosing to change my energy into
the high frequency receiving mode.
In summary, here are a few more Law of Attraction principles
from my book Stepping into a Life of Joy that can help you create
your own reality, no matter how big (like a peaceful and happier
life) or small (like attracting one more client).
Pre-pave your experiences daily
Set your intention about how you would like the results
to feel before you embark on something. (I knew how good it



Suzanne Young an intuitive life coach. She specializes
in the Law of Attraction and empowering others by
helping them learn how to reconnect with their Inner
Guidance. She is also an inspirational speaker, author, and
co-owner of Personal Success Programs, since 2007, with
her husband Kevin Young. You can email her at suzanne@
psprograms.com and their website is www.psprograms.
com. Her office number is 248-349-6225.
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would feel to find happiness in my future despite the darkness
of my second marriage coming to an end.)
Rendezvous are everywhere.
We’re continually being sent a stream of intuitive impulses
that line us up with rendezvous equal to the emotions we are
feeling. When we’re feeling bad we rendezvous with things
we don’t want (I attracted the coughing incident) When we’re
feeling good, we’ll rendezvous with things we do want (I
attracted a new client for our workshop.)
Momentum influences the timing of manifestations.
Every thought we think sends out a tiny burst of energy that
also has a tiny amount of attractive power to it. Over time,
the more we stay on a given idea, the more the momentum
builds until we begin to attract physical things that reflect
the essence of those thoughts. (I spent 2 years of self-care and
self-love before Kevin asked me to marry him and I only spent
20 minutes in the car while driving to the meeting to shift my
energy up into the receiving mode of attracting a new client.)
What I continue to learn is that manifesting your dreams
is much more fun than trying to catch them!
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A Dream

Sparkle & Shine �

Sometimes

S

Finds Us
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ometimes, in the midst of being our best selves, while spreading our light and
gifting the world with our purpose, a dream finds us. It happened that way for
me. For several years I’ve been following my passion to encourage, educate,
and empower women, accomplishing this mission through my written words,
speaking engagements, my businesses, and through everyday connections.
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I’d finally become comfortable with being
“me”, realizing my gifts and identifying my
passions. People responded well to me and my
spirit was happy. I was completely unaware that
the seven-year roller-coaster-like adventure I’d
been on was deceptively calm--like during one
of those flat places just before the incline that
sends you over the top!
In the midst of that
calm I came up with a
really nifty idea. As a
way to connect with
people face to face and
introduce my fairly
new speaking business,
Passionista At Large, I
decided to participate
in a vendor show. I
know it’s not the best
way to advertise, but I
was helping out a good
cause too.
While pondering my
booth layout I realized I didn’t even have a booth.
I mean really, what does a speaker, blogger,
non-published writer, and shedder-of-sprinkles
put on a table to attract people to her spot? My
creative brain took over and decided that a few
colorful positive and uplifting greeting cards
might attract people. Then once I snagged them
and we spoke, they would get to know me, fall
in love with me, and invite me to speak at their
events. Right? Sounded like a plan.

I had been designing memes for a while to use
in my blog posts and anywhere else I wanted
colorful expression, so I figured I would just
tweak some of those to make into cards. Let me
just say, it wasn’t that easy. But persist I did and
soon sent a couple of designs off to the printer
to determine their quality, thinking I could sell
some if people liked them.
And then, as my mind kept returning to the
purpose behind the cards, something took root
deep inside of me. I had battled low self-esteem
for most of my life so it is now my passion to
help others realize the amazing and wonderful
treasure they are. In my own life, I was able
to break free from the limiting lies I believed
by repeating truth and encouraging myself
on a daily basis. Thus, I have longed for my
empowering words to reach into people’s lives
so they, too, could learn the process. I began to
realize my cards could be the way and started
to envision them on walls, bulletin boards, in
lunch boxes and suitcases, on desks across the
nation, and touching hearts through the mail.
(We are talking old-fashioned snail mail, folks,
because I’m on a campaign to bring back words
and thoughts that can actually be held, saved,
treasured, and read again and again.)
As this concept started to glow inside of me
I sat at my trusty PC and began to design. And
create. And envision how people would feel
when they read my cards. Not just positivity
but blatant, full-out, glorious approval and
affirmation—something sorely lacking in many

lives—by telling people that they are fabulous, they matter,
they are a gift, and the world needs them. It’s something many
of us spend our whole lives longing to hear. And I realized
that if people had the tools to use, they could offer this
encouragement to those they love.
I continued to create. It became almost an addiction—
anticipating how my words might help people become
encouraged, and thus empowered, to stop believing lies they
held as truth. When doubt whispered that no one would see
value in my cards, I was reminded through several sources
that we are only to create our art, leaving peoples’ responses
up to them. Our part is to gift the world from our passionate,
creative soul.
The cards took on a life of their own. Having had no
experience in digital design I now became a fledgling digital
artist. Sitting at the computer using only a basic photo editing
and design program, playing around with different effects, I’d
watch a card evolve. I was I awe. In wonder. It must be how
an artist feels as what they are creating comes to life. I’ve
never painted or made “art” but I can imagine now what that
creative process must feel like.
In the course of a week I had 18 designs, some of the designs
taking four hours or more to create. I was driven. I had a
deadline. Remember the vendor show? It was pretty much
a bust but I soon realized that show was just the catalyst I’d
needed to create and allow my heart and soul to reach more
people. EmPOWordment Cards have become a way to meet
and form relationships with people I never would have. They

touch people’s hearts. They bring a response. For example, one
happy customer said, “Your cards make me feel so happy I just
want to roll around in them!” Nope, never dreamed THAT one.
Others have said, “I must have those cards! They are so ME!”
My art has created an opportunity for custom work where
I have gotten to “meet” other women who share my heart for
empowering, strengthening, and encouraging others, united
in our souls’ purpose. This is a really wild ride and it’s all so
wonder-FULL.
So sometimes a dream finds us. I didn’t know I had this
dream. It is an extension of my heart and who I am, but I
never, ever, thought I’d be designing cards and doing custom
design for others. I love what the creative process has brought
into my life…a new audience and relationships, a fresh way
to encourage and empower others, and a resolve to continue
creating in order to sow healing words into people’s lives. Yes,
I am truly enjoying this dream that found me.

 Mimi Matthews believes in the power of

words to change lives. You can read her life
stories and uplifting posts on her blog http://
particularpassions.me/ and buy her encouraging
and empowering words on unique cards and gifts
on her Etsy shop here: https://www.etsy.com/
shop/EmPOWordmentCards
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Women Providing Hope brings like minded women together who
have the power to improve lives and address the critical needs in
our community. We recognize the strength of women as
philanthropists and volunteers and their unique position to
influence future generations.
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Summit Sponsor �

Burnie G. Nelson
“I’m Not Built to Break!” Women’s Network (nbbjournal@
gmail.com) is a progressive, multi-cultural, inspirational,
learning network reaching, teaching, healing, and building
strong women in the community through biblical principles and
shared experiences. Author & Motivator Burnie G. Nelson, who
received the 2016 GDL Award of Excellence for her community
work with women, is the founder of this growing network. The
network is fortunate to have garnered the support of prominent
professional women (and men) in the Flint and surrounding
areas—and across the states. This type of support has
strengthened the group’s
reputation for excellence.
Women from all walks
of life gather yearly for
scriptural instruction,
heightened inspiration,
awesome testimonies, and
great fellowship.

“Burnie you have
inspired me with
your ministry...I
look forward to
being with you
every year...you are
genuine and real...I
really appreciate
you and your work.”

Through the network, Burnie has
established two honorable recognitions,
“I’m Not Built to Break!” Award
of Courage and The Small Brook
Leadership Award. The Honorable
Judge Tracy Collier-Nix (now retired)
served as the inaugural presenter of
the 2017 Award of Courage; Dr. Muriel
Pegues was the inaugural presenter
of the 2018 Small Brook Leadership
Award.
The network congratulates
Evangelist/First Lady Althea Jones
and Reverend/Michigan LPC Janet E.
Polidan!
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Dr. Timeka Atkins
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Burnie G. Nelson
Founder

Althea Jones
2017 Award of
Courage

Janet E. Polidan
2018 Small Book
Leadership Award
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rossi Dental and Wellness (formerly
Gateway Dental) offers full-service
dentistry including implants and
orthodontics and most recently, a Med
Spa for the face, skin, and body.
When my grandfather died from throat cancer it
impacted me so deeply that I decided to go into the
medical field. My wife knew that I also wanted to be a
family man and a “present” father and wouldn’t be able
to do that if I became a medical doctor. Choosing the
dental profession gave me the opportunity to do both.
I purchased Gateway Dental ten years ago but recently
changed the name to Grossi Dental and Wellness to
honor my grandfather and truly make it my own.
My long-term vision is to open a total wellness center
providing services to care for the “whole” person. I
recently moved one step closer to that by launching
the Med Spa. We offer a variety of laser and other
techniques to address skin care issues including hyperpigmentation, hair removal, and skin rejuvenation.
At Grossi Dental and Wellness (formerly Gateway
Dental) health trumps, meaning we address our
patients’ total wellness. We don’t just look at the
problems in their mouth and then tell them the
treatment they need. We believe in educating patients
to help them understand why a treatment is important
and how it can affect their overall health. If treatment
is counter intuitive to their overall health, then we
won’t do it until other issues have been addressed by
the appropriate providers.
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What I enjoy most about my job is improving my patients’ health
and wellness. I enjoy the interaction with them and building great
relationships. I take every opportunity I can to entertain them
by dressing up in goofy costumes and singing and dancing. My
impersonations get a great response too! Seeing my patients leave
happier than when they came in is awesome! Changing someone’s life by
renewing their confidence in their smile is awesome too!

I am so grateful to be a part of such a
wonderful and supportive community!
We celebrated our tenth year here on
September 12th and truly appreciate the
continued loyalty and support.
To show how grateful we are, and to
give back to the communities who give
so generously to us, we host Free Dental
Day every year around Thanksgiving. We
open our doors to those without insurance
and provide free cleaning, filling, and
extractions. Every member of my staff
volunteers their time to say, “THANK
YOU!”, and it remains our favorite day of
the year.
tie to say THANK YOU and it remains or
favorite day of the year.
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Are They Being
A Jerk? Or...
“You will NEVER amount to anything!
You are an idiot!
You are stupid!
You are fat!
You are ugly!
You can’t do anything right!

”

You will never amount to anything!
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Has your significant other ever said these things to you?
Has your significant other made you feel less than, or even
humiliated you in front of your friends or loved ones?

Humiliating you…
Denying you access to your money or other essential
resources…

This is Psychological Abuse! Psychological abuse is a form of
intimate partner abuse. Intimate partner abuse is intentional, Demeaning you in public or even in private...
deliberate intimidation, physical attacks, battery, sexual These may be signs that you are in an intimate partner
assault, and other offensive behaviors which illustrates a abusive relationship. Even if after the abuse happens your
need for POWER and CONTROL over one partner against the significant other apologizes, it is still abuse. Let’s no longer
otheri .Your significant other making the above statements make excuses or give reasons and say, “He had a bad day.” or
does not indicate being a “jerk”, it indicates CONTROL!!!
“She didn’t mean anything by that.” It is not being a jerk, it is
Psychological abuse is verbal and non-verbal communication abuse! And you do not have to take it.
with the intent to harm another person emotionally or mentally, If you identify with anything that was mentioned in this
and/or trauma to the victim from threats or intimidating article; please contact the National Domestic Violence Hotline
tactics (CDC, 2018). In the United States approximately 20 at 1-800-799-SAFE (7233), or 1-800-787-3224 (TTY).
people per minute experience physical abuse by an intimate
partnerii. Furthermore, 17.9% of women have experienced a *Disclaimer: This article is for information purposes only. I
situation where an intimate partner tried to keep them from am not affiliated with the National Domestic Violence Hotline.
seeing family and friendsiii. Is your significant other telling
you that you cannot wear certain clothes or go places? This Jennifer Van Buren, MSA, CWDP
is not being concerned, this is a matter of POWER over YOU!
There is a cycle of abuse. This cycle involves abuse, guilt,
and excuses. When we discuss abuse, we are talking about
someone lashing out or showing a partner who’s in controliv.
Research has shown that psychological abuse is usually a
precursor for other forms of abuse. Yet psychological abuse is
abuse. If your significant other is
i
ii

iii
iv
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Jennifer Van Buren is a native of Flint, Michigan,
and is currently pursuing her Doctorate degree in
Human and Social Services with emphasis on Family
Studies and Intervention Strategies from Walden
University. Jennifer has 10 years of experience
providing counseling, and working with populations
such as homeless, at-risk youth, and individuals living
with disabilities.
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